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Abstract

Objectives: In clinical practice, characterization of speech comprehension for cochlear

implant (CI) patients is typically administered by a set of suprathreshold measurements

in quiet and in noise. This study investigates speech comprehension of the three most

recent cochlear implant sound processors; CP810, CP910, and CP1000 (Cochlear Lim-

ited). To compare sound processor performance across generations and input dynamic

range changes, the state-of-the art signal processing technologies available in each

sound processor were enabled. Outcomes will be assessed across a range of stimula-

tion intensities, and finally analyzed with respect to normal hearing listeners.

Methods: In a prospective study, 20 experienced postlingually deafened CI patients

who received a Nucleus CI in the ENT department of the University Hospital of SH

in Kiel were recruited. Speech comprehension was measured in quiet at 40, 50, and

65 dBSPL with monosyllabic words as well as by speech reception threshold for two-

digit numbers. In noise, speech reception thresholds were measured with the adap-

tive German matrix test with speech and noise in front.

Results: We found that high levels of open-set speech comprehension are achieved

at suprathreshold presentation levels in quiet. However, results at lower test levels

have remained mostly unchanged for tested sound processors with default dynamic

range. Expanding the lower limit of the acoustic input dynamic range yields better

speech comprehension at lower presentation levels. In noise the application of

ForwardFocus improves the speech reception. Overall, a continuous improvement

for speech perception across three generations of CI sound processors was found.

Conclusions: Findings motivate further development of signal pre-processing, an

additional focus of clinical work on lower stimulation levels, and automation of

ForwardFocus.

Level of evidence: 2.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss can nowadays success-

fully be treated by cochlear implantation. However, cochlear implant

(CI) recipients still face communication challenges in some everyday

communication situations.

Speech perception outcomes in clinical environments can be reg-

arded as a surrogate for treatment success. One main outcome mea-

sure of cochlear implantation is speech perception in quiet. This is

normally tested at suprathreshold levels between 60 and 70 dBSPL.
1-4

A great proportion of these recipients are able to achieve high levels

of open-set speech perception in such situations. Another main out-

come measure is speech perception in noise. This can be assessed at

fixed signal-to-noise ratios5-7 for accessing percent correct scores or

at variable signal-to-noise ratios by adaptively administering a speech

reception threshold (SRT) test.8-10 In noisy listening situations, CI

recipients experience a larger deterioration of speech perception than

normal hearing subjects11,12 accompanied by a considerable variability

in quiet as well in noise.1,13-15

Recent studies14,16 have provided new insights into the auditory

environment of CI recipients. Using CI data logging which classify and

record recipient listening environments into one of six scenes (speech

in noise, speech, noise, wind, quiet, and music), a large variability of

classified17 listening situations were found across, and within all age

groups.14,16 These findings were complemented by an analysis of the

acoustical signal levels in the corresponding classified listening situa-

tion. In these studies, it was found that a considerable portion of

speech related listening situations occurred below 60 dBSPL signal

level. The conclusion was that measurements at lower presentation

levels might help to complete the audiometric evaluation of CI

patients. Some studies have already included additional measure-

ments at lower presentation levels, for example, 50 dBSPL
5,10,18 or

even 40 dBSPL.
11,19 Other recent studies10,20-22 have focused on the

mapping of CI patients and investigated the effect in different listen-

ing situation. These studies focused specifically on setting T-level and

described improved speech comprehension by such CI fitting

methods. It can be concluded that the optimization of CI system map-

ping for different acoustic environments remains challenging as a clear

rule for such fitting has not yet been found.

During the last two decades a range of dedicated signal

processing algorithms for CI sound processors such as conventional

beamformer, dynamic range optimization, and spatial post-filter tech-

nologies were introduced. Each has aimed to improve the speech per-

ception in a specific listening situation like speech in quiet,10,22

speech in noise,7,17 speech in spatially distributed noise,2,23-25 and

speech in fluctuating competing signals.11,26,27 The most recent sound

processor generation from Cochlear (CP1000) offers a dedicated

preprocessing technology for spatially distributed fluctuating compet-

ing signals, enabling CI recipients to better understand conversations

in one of the most challenging listening situations,11 commonly

referred to as cocktail party noise.28

The primary aim of this study is to investigate to which degree a

clinical audiometric test battery was able to assess suitability of signal

processing technologies for individuals. The most common clinical

practice measurements of speech in quiet, and speech in noise will be

used, and complemented with the addition of tests at lower levels in

quiet.

The secondary goal was to investigate if changes in signal

preprocessing cross multiple sound processor generations have pro-

vided improved speech comprehension. Signal processing changes

investigated were (a) increasing the instantaneous input dynamic

range by reducing its threshold sound pressure level (T-SPL)29 for bet-

ter soft level speech comprehension, and (b) enabling the new sound

processing technology ForwardFocus which was primarily designed

for spatially distributed fluctuating competing signals11 in noisy test

environments. Testing was conducted under standard clinical test

conditions with speech and noise from the front.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Research participants

Twenty recipients participated in this investigation. It was approved

and carried out in accordance with local ethics approval (D 6/18). Sub-

jects gave their informed consent to participate in the investigation.

All procedures involving human participants were performed in accor-

dance with the ethical standards of the institutional and national

research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its

later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

Selection criteria of the CI research patients were post-lingual

onset of deafness, implantation with a Nucleus CI24RE or CI500

series cochlear implant (Cochlear Limited, Australia), adult (>18 years),

and use of a CI system for more than 5 years. Additionally, partici-

pants had to demonstrate scores of 80% or more in the Oldenburg

sentence test in quiet at 65 dBSPL.
8 All patients had a fully inserted

electrode array with all 22 electrodes activated, except for subjects

(#8; 10; 16) who had 21 electrodes activated. Table 1 summarizes bio-

graphical details for research participants in this study.

2.1.1 | Test procedures

This study used a single-subject design with repeated measures. Test-

ing was conducted across four test sessions spaced 2 to 3 weeks

apart to allow for take-home acclimatization to the new sound proces-

sor and its signal processing algorithms.

All tests were conducted in an audiometric sound treated test

booth29 via calibrated loudspeakers which were 1.3 m from the patient.

Bilateral participants were tested unilaterally with the contralateral

sound processor switched off, with no testing of their contralateral ear.

Of the 11 bilateral patients, 5 fulfilled the inclusion criteria for one ear

only. Five patients showed comparable speech comprehension and

reaching inclusion criteria on both sides. In these patients the subjec-

tively preferred ear was measured. One patient showed asymmetric

speech comprehension, in this case the worse ear was investigated.
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All speech comprehension tests were presented through a

computer-based implementation (Equinox audiometer; Interacoustics,

Denmark and evidENT 3 software, Merz Medizintechnik, Germany).

Speech in quiet was tested with Freiburg monosyllabic words and

Freiburg numbers (20 words per list).30 Words were presented at

fixed levels of 40 and 50 dBSPL (two lists each), and 65 dBSPL. Words

as well as numbers within one list were presented in randomized

order and lists were used only once for each patient to minimize any

repetitive learning effect. Additionally, the discrimination function in

the region of the SRT for Freiburg two-digit numbers (10 words per

list) was measured starting at a fixed level of 40 dBSPL. The percent

correct score (greater or smaller than 50%) was used to increase or

decrease presentation level in 5 dB steps until the SRT (interpolated

50% score) could be derived.

A German version of this so-called Matrix test with fixed syntac-

tic structure and the same set of words in all test lists were used: the

Oldenburg sentences.31 Speech and noise signals were presented

from in front in all cases. Sentences were presented in quasi-

stationary noise without strong fluctuations at a presentation level of

65 dBSPL.
32,33 Each list contained 30 sentences. The SRT was mea-

sured adaptively,34 defined as the SNR yielding a 50% words correct

score. All CI recipients were accustomed to the test procedure, having

been previously assessed five or more times as part of our clinical rou-

tine in alignment with the training practice. To further ensure suffi-

cient familiarity and to minimize procedural training effects with the

Oldenburg sentence test,8,31 training was performed with one list

prior to each session.

Patients own clinical map parameters including T-levels and

C-levels were used without change for all programs during this study.

Only the sound processor generation and signal preprocessing algo-

rithms described below were changed. Subjects were selected from

the clinics patient pool (of which �80% meet the sentence in quiet

inclusion criteria, and therefore generally represent the patient perfor-

mance from our clinic) where routine clinical mapping uses an exten-

sive set of audiometric and electrophysiologic measures and a single

electrode approach.35 A first baseline audiometric test session was

carried out using patients own sound CP810 sound processor (except

for patient #13, #19 who used a CP910 and therefore did not partici-

pate in the first session, but did participate in all other sessions). All

patients completed testing with new speech processors. Patients

CP810 sound processor had adaptive dynamic range optimization

(ADRO) and automatic sensitivity control (ASC) enabled36 for take

home use and for clinical testing.

Three subsequent tests sessions were conducted. Prior to each

test session, CI patients took home either the CP910 (one take home

period) or the CP1000 sound processor (two take home periods) in a

randomized order. For take home use of CP910 and CP1000, the

sound processor was programmed with two programs, one with the

default settings. The CP910 sound processor had ADRO, ASC, back-

ground noise reduction (SNR-NR) and automatic scene classification

(SCAN) which chooses a suitable directional microphone technol-

ogy36,37 (Standard, Zoom, and BEAM) depending on the actual acous-

tical environment. The CP1000 sound processor had ADRO,

ASC, SNR-NR, SCAN, and the spatial post-filter technology

TABLE 1 Recipients
biographical data

Patient ear Age (years) Usage of CI (years) Side Gender Rate (pps) Maxima

#1 57, 4 13, 2 re w 720 8

#2 48, 1 6, 2 li w 1200 12

#3 73, 1 6, 0 li m 1200 12

#4 40, 8 6, 1 re w 900 12

#5 56, 5 7, 1 re w 1200 12

#6 32, 9 12, 0 re m 900 10

#7 50, 8 6, 3 re w 1200 12

#8 67, 6 6, 0 re w 1200 12

#9 38, 3 8, 9 re m 1800 10

#10 68, 5 8, 1 li m 1200 12

#11 63, 5 6, 2 re m 1200 12

#12 66, 8 9, 4 re m 1200 12

#13 49, 5 15, 4 li w 1200 12

#14 76, 4 9, 1 re m 500 12

#15 52, 3 6, 5 li m 1200 12

#16 50, 3 8, 1 re m 1200 12

#17 31, 5 6, 1 re w 1200 12

#18 46, 0 6, 9 li m 1200 12

#19 45, 8 10, 7 re w 1200 12

#20 52, 8 7, 2 re w 1200 12
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ForwardFocus (FF).11 ForwardFocus was activated by the clinician,

and patients were counseled for appropriate usage. The second sound

processor program provided for both the CP910 and CP1000 sound

processors was the same settings as above but with the Standard

moderately directional microphone36 enabled rather than SCAN. An

enlarged dynamic range program (CP1000DR+) implemented by

decreasing the lower limit of the dynamic range (T-SPL) from 25 dB

(default setting for the three processor generations) down to 15 dB

was provided for testing in the CP1000 sound processor.

After 2 to 3 weeks of acclimatization to each test sound proces-

sor patients returned for audiometric testing. For audiometric testing

the microphone directionality was used which the automated scene

classifier chooses in quiet or in noise,17 and having a fixed program

ensured that adaptation was not a factor in outcomes (Table 1). A

ForwardFocus program (CP1000FF) was created and enabled by the

audiologist during testing. Technologies used in each test program for

both quiet and in noise are shown in Table 2.

2.2 | Data analysis

To determine the relative performance of different sound processors,

paired comparison analyses were performed, where each participant

served as their own control. In all cases, a significance level of 0.05

was used to determine significance for two-tailed analyses. Statistical

analyses of the data were performed with SPSS (Ver 26; IBM).

Data are presented as box plots. Box plot shows median (solid

mid line), 25th and 75th percentile intervals (box limits), and 5th and

95th percentile intervals (whiskers). Mean values are also shown as

squares.

For testing the difference between multiple related samples, we

used the Friedman test. For post hoc analyses the Wilcoxon test was

used, and Bonferroni correction for repeated measures was applied.

In the text the Bonferroni corrected F-values and P-values are shown.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Speech comprehension in quiet

Figure 1 shows results for monosyllabic words in quiet at different

presentation levels from 40 to 65 dBSPL. Figure 2 shows SRTs for

Freiburg numbers in quiet. All patients successfully completed all tests

with the upgrade speech processors. Freiburg words are routinely

assessed in most German clinics at 65 dBSPL. However, testing at

levels of 40 and 50 dBSPL is not often conducted in practice or publi-

shed in research studies. The SRT for Freiburg numbers shows a direct

correlation to 500 Hz hearing threshold with an offset of 18 dB.30,38

The Freiburg numbers SRT allows for a quick check of near-threshold

mapping of CIs, very similar to the SRT for sentences in quiet.

Word recognition scores for four different sound processor con-

figurations across the three test levels are shown in Figure 1. The

TABLE 2 SmartSound options used in the given test condition

CP810 CP910 CP1000 CP1000DR+

Quiet Standard & dro & ASC Standard & SNR-NR & Adro & ASC Standard & SNR-NR & Adro & ASC Standard & SNR-NR & Adro &

ASC & T-SPL = 15 dB

CP810 CP910 CP1000 CP1000FF

Noise Beam & Adro & ASC Beam & SNR-NR & Adro & ASC Beam & SNR-NR & Adro & ASC FF & SNR-NR & Adro & ASC

F IGURE 1 Speech perception for Freiburg
monosyllabic words at different test levels with
different CI sound processors (N = 20). Reference
data for normal hearing subjects at 40, 50, and
65 dBSPL are 83%, 100%, and 100%48
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40 dBSPL presentation yielded a significant main effect across speech

processors conditions (Friedman test: F = 15.8; df = 3; P = .001). At 40

dBSPL the median word recognition for CP810 was 8.75%, and for the

latest sound processor (CP10DR+) the median increased to 25%. Post

hoc analyses found a difference between CP810 and CP1000DR+

(P = .001). At 50 dBSPL a significant main effect across speech proces-

sors conditions was also found (F = 18.3; df = 3; P < .001). Post hoc

analyses yielded an improvement by 9% points between CP810 and

CP910 (P = .02) as well as for CP810 and CP1000DR+ (P < .001)

showing an increase by 14% points. For the highest presentation level

of 65 dBSPL no difference was found across speech processors condi-

tions likely due to the dominant ceiling effect which was not found at

other test levels (Figure 1).

The median SRTs for Freiburg numbers (Figure 2) appear to be

improving monotonically with newer sound processor generations

with median SRTs up to 4 dB for softer sounds. A significant main

effect across speech processors conditions was found using a

Friedman test (F = 22; df = 3; P < .001). Post hoc analyses yielded an

improvement of 4.1 dB from CP810 to CP1000DR+ (P < .001) as well

as of 3.1 dB from CP910 to CP1000DR+ (P = .02), and of 2.9 dB from

CP1000 to CP1000DR+ (P = .02).

3.2 | Speech comprehension in noise

Figure 3 presents the results of the SRT measurements in noise. Base-

line speech comprehension in noise with CP810 showed a median

SRT of −0.3 dB. In contrast to CP810, a median SRT of −4.0 dB was

found with CP1000FF. The Friedman test found a significant main

effect (F = 34.1; df = 3; P < .001). Post hoc analysis revealed signifi-

cant differences. We found an improvement of 1.9 dBSNR and of 2.8

dBSNR between CP810 and both configurations of the newest sound

processor, CP1000 (P = .01) and CP1000FF (P < .001), and an

improvement of 1.7 dBSNR between CP910 and CP1000FF (P < .001).

4 | DISCUSSION

This study investigated speech perception in quiet of CI recipients at

a broad range of presentation levels and standard audiometric condi-

tions, with some conditions showing significant improvements. This

result indicates that dedicated pre-processing strategies may poten-

tially improve speech perception in quiet conditions, especially for

soft presentation levels. It also investigated speech perception in

noise and found a continuous improvement for speech perception

across three generations of CI sound processors.

To place these results and improvements in context, results

across all conditions are plotted referenced to normal hearing subjects

(Figure 4), as introduced in general in a previous study.11 Here we

compare CI patients for different presentation levels and signal-to-

noise ratios depending on speech processor generation to normal

hearing. In this case normal hearing subjects were tested monaurally

(with their other ear occluded) for comparison to the unilateral CI sub-

jects, whereas in everyday listening situations they additionally bene-

fit from binaural cues. Normal hearing performance is denoted as the

zero on the y-axis (top of the plot). This comparison (Figure 4A) shows

that even though CI recipients are approaching normal hearing perfor-

mance levels in terms of (saturated) scores at high levels of 65 dBSPL,

there is still a larger performance gap at all lower presentation levels.

At low-level speech, significant improvements were found for the

CP1000DR+ program for both words and numbers. These results sug-

gest that the low-level performance gap could be decreased by signal

processing designed for low level speech which applies a lower T-SPL

in these conditions. For the noise conditions (Figure 4C) a continual

improvement, decreasing the performance gap, can be seen, which

illustrates the continuous improvement through signal processing

technologies.

F IGURE 2 Speech reception threshold for Freiburg numbers with
different CI sound processors (N = 20). The SRT for normal hearing
subjects was 18 dB. Lower SRT values (ordinate up) correspond to
better speech reception thresholds

F IGURE 3 Speech reception thresholds for Oldenburg sentences
in a stationary speech-spectrum shaped noise with different sound
processors (N = 20; S0N0; noise level fixed at 65 dBSPL; speech level
adaptive). The SRT for normal hearing subjects was −7.1 dB SNR.31

Lower SRT values (ordinate up) correspond to better speech
reception thresholds
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4.1 | Soft speech in quiet

For soft speech levels we found a median improvement of 16 per-

centage points for monosyllabic words at 40 dBSPL from the CP810 to

the CP1000 sound processor. The SRTs for Freiburg numbers were

typically35 measured at presentation levels near 40 dBSPL with older

generation sound processors. With the recent sound processor gener-

ation, SRT for Freiburg numbers were found to be as low as 34 dBSPL

using CP1000DR+. This improvement of 4 dB in SRT for Freiburg

numbers corresponds to an approximate 20%-point increase.39

A previous study40 found that shifting of the input dynamic range

had no influence on speech comprehension in quiet as well in noise.

As shown by Dawson et al41 for CI22 implant recipients and in this

study as well, the input dynamic range was increased by lowering the

T-SPL resulting in a higher compression of soft signals. Recent stud-

ies10,21,42 on T-Level fitting and compression/expansion with CI

patients do not provide a completely consistent picture of the effects

of mapping yet. Some results19,42 suggest a trade-off between quiet

scores at soft levels and speech in noise reception while applying

compression or expansion of different degrees to the mapping of CI

systems. More recent studies10,20 focused on an automated proce-

dure for precise determination of electrical T-levels and found

improved speech perception for both quiet scores and SRTs in noise.

This is a remarkable result since on median the mapping-change to

precisely determined T-Level, compared with previous clinical rou-

tine, was about 9 CL, corresponding to a compression. This was

found in an earlier study to decrease speech perception in noise19

but not found by Rader et al10 who found no effect for SRTs in noise

with noise at 65 dB or even an improvement a lower noise level of

50 dB. The different methods in the above studies may explain, at

least partially, the differences in results, and may therefore encour-

age future studies. Additionally, the first study19 as well as this

study, did not explicitly investigate the effect of T-Level fitting. The

T-Level in clinical practice of our CI population is determined

manually, followed by validation of the fitting via soft level speech

audiometry.35 The comparable results in quiet in this study would

indicate that automated T-Level fitting10 would not affect the T-

Level fitting used. However, it is automated implementation would

save considerable clinical effort, as already highlighted by Plesch

et al,27 and provide a clinically efficient T-Level fitting method to

realize low level performance benefits seen with the CP1000DR+

program.

4.2 | Speech in noise

One focus in evolution of CI sound processors during past decades

was the improvement of speech perception in noise, since this is a

well-recognized limitation of CIs. A major step for improving speech

in noise for CI systems started with introducing an adaptive

beamformer using a two microphone array36 as available in the Free-

dom, and subsequent generation sound processors. Fixed directional

microphone arrays like zoom,43 were first implemented in the CP810

sound processor and generally show less benefit for speech compre-

hension in noise, but are more suitable in certain situations as it does

not require adaptation time. In the CP810 and earlier sound proces-

sors, pre-selectable scenes supported the programming of sound

processors for specific listening environments. In the CP900 series

sound processors signal processing was supported by the introduc-

tion of automatic scene classification which enabled appropriate

pre-processing technologies. Additionally, the introduction of the

noise reduction algorithm SNR-NR18,44 further improved the speech

comprehension in noisy environments. BEAM is activated by the

SCAN automatic scene classifier in noisy situations with speech pre-

sent.17 The progression of performance in Figure 3 illustrates that

technical advancements of each new sound processor and its signal

processing have provided significant improvement for speech com-

prehension in noise.

F IGURE 4 Speech perception gaps between CI and normal hearing subjects in quiet (A, Speech reception threshold for Freiburg numbers; B,
Speech perception for Freiburg monosyllabic words) and in noise (C, Speech reception thresholds for Oldenburg sentences in noise). Median
speech test results (N = 20) are plotted relative to normal hearing reference data in the same setting. Results closer to the upper abscissa
represent a smaller gap of the CI patients relative to speech perception of normal hearing subjects
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Complementary to the presented results in quiet, it has been

shown in a previous study that introducing an enlarged dynamic range

does not necessarily compromise speech comprehension in noise.20

Therefor such algorithms may be used as an additional feature for

improved perception for soft speech levels in quiet in a future auto-

matic scene classifier system. The relevance of performance at low-

level speech in quiet should not be understated given the proportion

of daily communication which occurs at these levels.

4.3 | Scene dependent speech comprehension

Recent studies14,16 found that a considerable part of communication

takes place in noisy situations. On the other hand, a daily exposure of

about 4 to 6 hr was found14,16 for speech in quiet. In addition, this

occurs often at lower intensities. Some algorithms are already

addressing speech perception performance in quiet at low intensities.

An established approach was the introduction of higher signal com-

pression knee-point with the Whisper-setting45 followed by the adap-

tive dynamic range processing (ADRO).2,21,46 As indicated by earlier

results19 an optimized setting of signal preprocessing for quiet has the

potential to compromise speech perception in noise and vice versa.

Today's scene classification17 has the ability to prevent such

unwanted effects18 through further optimization of scene dependent

signal processing in those two clearly distinguishable situations. How-

ever, the presented findings would suggest, that scene analysis needs

to evolve toward more complexity. It is reasonable to assume, that

beneficial compression (eg, ADRO and T-SPL lowering) for soft speech

levels can be annoying if louder speech in quiet is present. Addition-

ally, an algorithm cannot predict user preferences per se. It could, and

probably should be expected that future technologies beyond cur-

rently available commercial CI systems could enable self-learning sys-

tems. As ForwardFocus is designed for situations with spatially

separated signal11 but also shows some benefit for co-located speech

and noise from in front, automation to detect and enable

ForwardFocus in these situations would seem valuable. The subjective

perceived benefit of a dedicated noise suppression algorithm like

ForwardFocus may depend also on the patients’ movements. It is

beneficial in Cocktail-Party situations11 but might be less appreciated

by the user while moving through a crowed shopping mall with family

members behind. Further evolution of scene classification may sup-

port users in handling optimized signal processing in complex listening

situations. Information on motion of CI recipients (acceleration detec-

tion, already an emerging trend in hearing aids47) together with self-

learning systems could further support the automatization of those

kinds of preprocessing.

5 | CONCLUSION

• CI sound processors are able to provide open-set speech compre-

hension in a great proportion of patients showing saturated test

results for suprathreshold word tests in quiet. Complementary

tests at lower presentation levels can provide a fuller characteriza-

tion of patients benefit.

• An increased acoustic input dynamic range can provide better

speech comprehension for lower speech levels.

• ForwardFocus provides improvement over BEAM for speech com-

prehension in the standard audiometric noise listening situation

with speech and noise from the front.

• Overall, a continuous improvement for speech perception across

three generations of CI sound processors was found.
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